I declare that
-----I have accepted the service conditions in order to present the clinical case in
which I am interested to Dr. Palminteri, during an online consultation;
-----I consent to the fact that during the videoconference Dr. Palminteri must receive
information on the first elements regarding personal data, as well as symptoms,
anamnesis and pathologies in general, with the sole purpose of obtaining an initial
overview of the case and schedule the successive clinical examinations and treatment,
according to the doctor's working schedule;
-----I am informed and aware that the videoconference during which I will explain
my case to Dr. Palminteri is not a medical examination, does not have therapeutic
purposes and no medical prescription will be received, except for the necessity
(and/or possibility) of immediately managing the pathology, by means of the
indications and medicines suitable for the case;
-----I am informed and aware that the final diagnosis (and any potential treatment or
indications for treatment) will exclusively take place after a live medical examination
that Dr. Palminteri will perform, during which both doctor and patient will be present;
-----I am aware of consenting to have a first contact with Dr. Palminteri, as a
consultant to whom I have been referred to or I myself have chosen,via Internet with
the sole purpose of saving time and resources, taking into consideration the fact that
according to the information I provide Dr. Palminteri, can:
-give the first indications on potential diagnostic examinations to have, prior to
the day hospital medical visit or hospitalization
-optimize the modalities and scheduling of the referral medical examinations,
thus avoiding useless and time-consuming trips
-refer the patient to Colleague consultants of various medical areas, should this
be necessary or convenient, or to other Urologist consultants that possess
technical expertise acquired in specific urology fields
-optimize the place and time of a potential hospitalization, should the
schedulling of the probability or necessity of the above-mentioned be possible
right after the first contact
I declare to be informed and aware of all the above-mentioned facts and, without any
hesitation or doubt,
I authorize
Dr. Palminteri to obtain via network (during videoconference) all the necessary
information regarding the clinical case for which I have asked his intervention as a
surgeon.

I also consent to the processing of data and, if available, photos, with the purpose of
clinical research, on the condition that the surgeon commits himself to using the
above-mentioned research for scientific purposes only and guaranteeing the
anonymity.

